The ultra-faint satellite galaxy Hercules has a strongly elongated and irregular morphology with detections of tidal features up to 1.3 deg (3 kpc) from its center. This suggests that Hercules may be dissolving under the Milky Way's gravitational influence, and hence could be a tidal stream in formation rather than a bound, dark-matter dominated satellite. Using Bayesian inference in combination with N -body simulations, we show that Hercules has to be on a very eccentric orbit ( ≈ 0.95) within the Milky Way in this scenario. On such an orbit, Hercules "explodes" as a consequence of the last tidal shock at pericenter 0.5 Gyr ago. It is currently decelerating towards apocenter of its orbit with a velocity of V = 157 km s −1 -of which 99% is directed radially outwards. Due to differential orbital precession caused by the non-spherical nature of the Galactic potential, its debris fans out nearly perpendicular to its orbit. This explains why Hercules has an elongated shape without showing a distance gradient along its main body: it is in fact a stream that is significantly broader than it is long. In other words, it is moving perpendicular to its apparent major axis. In this scenario, there is a spike in the radial velocity profile created by the dominant debris component that formed through the last pericenter passage. This is similar to kinematic substructure that is observed in the real Hercules. Modeling a satellite on such a highly eccentric orbit is strongly dependent on the form of the Galactic potential. We therefore propose that detailed kinematic investigation of Hercules and other exploding satellite candidates can yield strong constraints on the potential of the Milky Way.
1. INTRODUCTION Ultra-faint dwarf galaxies (UFDs) represent the extreme low-mass regime of galaxy formation. Their high inferred dynamical masses of 10 5 M to 10 7 M , combined with their low luminosities (−7 mag M V −1.5 mag) suggest that these objects are the most dark matter (DM) dominated systems in the local Universe (Simon & Geha 2007; Geha et al. 2009 ). This makes them ideal targets for indirect DM searches, and extremely valuable for our understanding of structure formation in the Universe (e.g., Tollerud et al. 2008; Simon et al. 2011; Collins et al. 2013; Tollerud, Boylan-Kolchin, & Bullock 2014) .
From their large half-light radii and their relatively low dynamical masses it can be inferred that the two-body relaxation times of most UFDs are several to hundreds of Hubble times. As such, their completely un-evolved dynamical states and their extremely low metallicities (Kirby et al. 2008; Ho et al. 2015 ) make them ideal laboratories for studying star formation in low density and low metallicity environments (Geha et al. 2013) .
However, deep imaging of some of these objects revealed that they may not be in dynamical equilibrium (see Roderick et al. 2016 and references therein), and instead may have experienced strong tidal interactions with their massive hosts, making our inferences of both their masses and stellar mass functions misleading (e.g., Sand et al. 2009; Peñarrubia et al. 2009; Sand et al. 2012 ). Here we are going to investigate the most elongated and most obviously disrupting UFD: Hercules (Herc). Discovered by Belokurov et al. (2007) in SDSS data, Herc is a prime example of an object with an unclear dynamical state: deeper and wider observations reveal more and more signs of tidal disruption (Coleman et al. 2007; Sand et al. 2009 ).
Recently, Roderick et al. (2015) detected tidal features of Herc out to more than one degree distance from its center, corresponding to more than 2 kpc at the heliocentric distance of Herc. These tidal features indicate that Herc may be significantly less massive than inferred from kinematics under the assumption of virial equilibrium. The measured mass-to-light ratio may therefore be inflated, and Herc may in fact have no dark matter component. The question is then: is Herc a galaxy at all, and if so, how can we tell? Brown et al. (2014) analyzed deep HST imaging of Herc and other UFDs. They found that Herc's stellar populations resembles the old and metal-poor stars of the Milky Way globular cluster M 92. However, while having an overall low metallicity comparable to M 92, the observed spread in metallicities is higher than for most globular clusters (GCs), and only comparable to the very massive (and disputed) GCs Omega Centauri and M 54 . Based on these observations, Herc should be classified as a dwarf galaxy and not as a GC.
Dwarf galaxy or GC, both are subject to tidal forces and can be disrupted through energetic tidal shocks (e.g., Johnston, Choi & Guhathakurta 2002; Peñarru-bia, Navarro, & McConnachie 2008; Klimentowski et al. 2009 ). Especially satellites falling into the gravitational potential of their hosts on nearly radial orbits will experience periodic, explosive mass loss on short timescales, but may yet be long-lived objects due to the orbital period being of the order of > 1 Gyr. Herc may be undergoing such explosive disruption.
In fact, it has been suggested several times that Herc may be a disrupting or even completely unbound structure (Zolotov, Hogg & Willman 2011; Smith et al. 2013) as it shows striking similarity to numerical models of disrupting satellites (Kroupa 1997; Klessen & Kroupa 1998) . Most of these arguments were based on Herc's elongated and irregular shape (Coleman et al. 2007 ). Simon & Geha (2007) found velocity substructure with a dispersion of about 1 km s −1 and a small offset of about 2 km s −1 from the assumed systemic velocity of Herc and suggested it could be due to disruption. However, such a velocity substructure was not a natural prediction of these dissolution scenarios. Moreover, scenarios in which Herc is interpreted as a tidal stream in formation predict a strong distance gradient across the body of Herc, for which there is no indication in the photometric data.
Here, we are going to demonstrate how the observational data can be explained within a scenario in which Herc is on a very radial orbit of eccentricity ≈ 0.95. The elongated part of Herc that was found in SDSS and LBT data can then be interpreted as an exploded component that has been blasted off of the Herc progenitor during the last pericenter passage. This component is being deflected asymmetrically by the gravitational potential of the Milky Way due to differential orbital precession. The particular geometry of this debris structure may yield powerful constraints on the shape of the Galactic gravitational potential.
We organized this investigation in the following way: In Sec. 2 we describe the available observational data and the constraints they put on models of Herc. Then in Sec. 3 we derive an orbit for Herc using streakline modeling and Bayesian inference. In Sec. 4 we study the behavior of satellites on such an extreme orbit by means of N -body simulations. The interpretation of this Nbody data and the role of differential orbital precession for the appearance of Herc's particular features are given in Sec. 5. Other signatures resulting from this scenario are described in Sec. 6. We conclude that Hercules is most probably a nearly-dissolved dwarf galaxy, which we see right now approaching its apocenter, and motivate future observations (Sec. 7).
CONSTRAINTS ON HERCULES AND ITS ORBIT
The Milky Way satellite Hercules was first discovered by Belokurov et al. (2007) in data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. Its location on the sky is (RA, Dec) = (247. 77, 12.79) deg, and (l, b) = (28.73, 36.86 ) deg in Galactic coordinates. Since its discovery, several followup observations and modeling attempts have tried to explain Herc's nature and current dynamical state.
Observational constraints
Various distance measurements put Herc far beyond the Galactic bulge into the very outskirts of the Milky Way halo. Belokurov et al. (2007) determined a distance of 140 +13 −12 kpc from SDSS and INT data, while Sand et al. (2009) derived a heliocentric distance of 133 ± 6 kpc with LBT imaging data. Adén et al. (2009b) used the apparent magnitude of the horizontal branch to estimate a distance of 147 +8 −7 kpc, and more recently, Brown et al. (2014) used deep HST/ACS imaging of Herc's core to measure a distance of (141 ± 3) kpc. The weighted mean of these estimates is 140 kpc, which makes Herc one of the outermost (of the known) satellites of the MW.
Herc's total mass is largely unknown, which is due to the fact that its dynamical state is unclear. Using deep, wide-field LBT data, Coleman et al. (2007) showed that Herc's surface density profile is very elongated, having an axis ratio of 3:1. Its ellipticity appears to vary from the innermost core having e ≈ 0.3 to the outermost parts of the satellite at about 10 arcmin radius with e ≈ 0.65. Coleman et al. (2007) already argued that this could be a sign of ongoing tidal disruption, but point out that Herc would have to be on a very eccentric orbit for that. With additional LBT imaging, Sand et al. (2009) found a similar ellipticity of e = 0.67±0.03, and measured a halflight radius of about 230 pc. Moreover, they found overdensities of Herc-like stars up to about 1.3 kpc from its center. These tidal feature are also traced by Blue Horizontal Branch stars (Deason et al. 2012) . The full extent of Herc's disruption has recently been demonstrated by Roderick et al. (2015) : the authors used CTIO/DECam imaging data to reveal tidal debris of Herc out to a radius of more than 2 kpc along the major axis of the satellite, and also perpendicular to this elongation (Tab. 1). They find that there are at least as many Herc-like stars within its debris than in its main body, suggesting that Herc is losing mass at a high rate. Sand et al. (2009) estimate the absolute integrated magnitude of Herc's main body to be M V = −6.2 ± 0.4 mag, corresponding to a stellar mass of ≈ 10 4 M . Dynamical mass estimates, however, yield masses > 10 6 M . Simon & Geha (2007) , for example, use Keck/DEIMOS spectroscopy of essentially all targets within Herc that are bright enough to be observed from 10m-class telescopes to identify 30 likely Herc member stars. From these they measure a line-of-sight velocity dispersion of σ = 5.1 ± 0.9 km s −1 . Assuming spherical symmetry, virial equilibrium, orbital isotropy, and making the assumption that Herc's mass follows its light distribution, the authors estimate a total mass of (7.1 ± 2.6) × 10 6 M and a dynamical mass-to-light ratio (M/L) of 332 ± 221.
Contamination from foreground and background stars is a concern for the faint and distant satellite. Adén et al. (2009b) use INT/WFC Strömgen photometry to clean their spectroscopic sample. Their final data set contains 18 red giant branch stars with radial velocity measurements (Tab. 2). Those have a velocity dispersion of σ = 3.7 ± 0.9 km s −1 , resulting in a dynamical mass of 3.7 +2.2 −1.6 × 10 6 M within a radius of 433 pc, also assuming virial equilibrium, isotropy and spherical symmetry. Their estimated M/L is with 103 +83 −48 lower than the result of Simon & Geha (2007) , but still way beyond any M/L of a simple stellar population. Therefore, Hercules has to be either strongly dark-matter dominated, or brought out of virial equilibrium through tidal shocks. The latter scenario is supported by the fact that despite its strong elongation, Simon & Geha (2007) find no sign of significant internal rotation in Hercules. Adén et al. (2009b) do find a tentative radial velocity gradient, which may indicate some degree of rotation, but the gradient does not appear strong enough to suggest that Herc is a fully rotationally supported system. Moreover, its systemic velocity of 45.2 ± 1.1 km s −1 suggests that Hercules may be on a significantly radial orbit within the Milky Way (Adén et al. 2009b) : assuming that the Sun is in a right-handed, Galactocentric Cartesian coordinate system at (−8.3, 0, 0) kpc with a peculiar velocity of (11.1, 254.3, 7.25) km s −1 (Schönrich 2012; ), Herc's heliocentric radial velocity tells us that it is speeding away from the Milky Way with at least 140 km s −1 . Of course, this could either mean that Herc is on a very radial orbit or not bound to the MW at all. However, in an LCDM context, such un-bound satellites are extremely rare (Boylan-Kolchin, Bullock, & Kaplinghat 2012; Tollerud, Boylan-Kolchin, & Bullock 2014) 2.2. Constraints from modeling Hercules Due to Herc's large heliocentric distance, its full spatial motion can only be inferred indirectly. Martin & Jin (2010) used the tentative radial velocity gradient across Herc's body of 16 ± 3 km s −1 kpc −1 found by Adén et al. (2009a) to fit an orbit to the observational data, their main assumption being that Herc is not a self-gravitating dwarf galaxy anymore, but a tidal stream in formation.
Hence, the orbit of the satellite, they argue, should be aligned with the major axis of the stellar distribution. With this simple model and in their assumed Galactic potential, the authors found a tangential velocity of only V T = −16 +6 −22 km s −1 in the Galactic rest frame. Such a low velocity puts Herc on a very radial orbit with an eccentricity of = 0.95 and with a pericenter of R P = 6 +9 −2 kpc -in agreement with the expectations for a tidally shocked, dissolving satellite. Blaña et al. (2015) use this suggested orbit for Hercules for an efficient, systematic search of an N -body model that reproduces Herc's present-day faint and extended appearance. For this purpose, the authors create mock observations of their simulations, measuring the mass, central surface brightness, projected half-light radius, velocity dispersion and velocity gradient of each model. Within their chosen Galactic potential they succeed in finding models that reproduce these basic features of Herc. However, their models fail to reproduce its ellipticity and orientation of the major axis on the sky simultaneously - Blaña et al. (2015) observe that, when the ellipticity of the remnant reaches the observed value of ≈ 0.67, the orientation "flips" by about 100 deg and misaligns with Herc's orbit. Blaña et al. (2015) try to understand this interesting behavior. They identify three regimes for the state of the model at the end of the simulations:
1. a "bound regime" in which the central, bound object appears nearly spherical and largely unaffected by tides. In the bound regime, the object is surrounded by low-density debris, 2. a "tidal regime" in which the satellite has lost large parts of its mass, and appears elongated along its orbit. The satellite remnant is surrounded by lots of debris in this stage, 3. a "stream regime" in which the satellite is completely disrupted and the debris is spread along the progenitor's orbit. Blaña et al. (2015) observe the "flip" in orientation of the debris when the satellite has been completely destroyed in the last pericenter passage, that is, when it is in between the "tidal" and the "stream" regime. Interestingly, their best-fit models for the other observational constraints are also in this intermediate regime, where Herc is right on the edge of destruction. Since none of their models reproduces all of Hercules' observational constraints, Blaña et al. (2015) argue that the orbit they chose is most likely wrong. This conclusion appears reasonable, given that Martin & Jin (2010) assumed that the orientation of the elongation of the debris must follow the orbit of the progenitor. As we will show in the following section, a similar orbit for Hercules can be found if this assumption is dropped (Sec. 3). Using N -body simulations, we will show that Herc's debris spreads nearly perpendicular to its orbit if the satellite is in between the tidal and the stream regime at the present day (Sec. 4). In Sec. 5 we will then explain that this spread is due to differential orbital precession of debris stars and outline how this effect can be used to infer the non-spherical nature of the Galactic potential.
3. HERCULES' ORBIT FROM STREAKLINE MODELING Long tidal streams often align very well with the orbit of their progenitors. However, this is not the case in general, and tidal streams are not always elongated structures. In fact, tidal streams can be significantly misaligned from the orbits of their progenitors (Klimentowski et al. 2009; Sanders & Binney 2013) , and the alignment of stream elongation and orbit can even be lost completely. This is especially then of importance when the progenitor is on an eccentric orbit and approaching its apocenter (Küpper et al. 2010) . The compression of the debris into the vicinity of the progenitor is highest in this orbital phase, where stream and progenitor can even become indistinguishable (Küpper, Mieske & Kroupa 2011a; Hendel & Johnston 2015) . In such cases, the stream-progenitor system can appear as a "cloud" of stars, or the dense center of the satellite may be regarded as having a debris "halo" ).
Since we are not sure what the full extent of Herc's debris is, it appears reasonable to not impose any prior on the elongation angle of the debris with respect to the orbit. In order to determine its orbit without using this constraint, we use the streakline methodology presented in Küpper et al. (2015) , where it was applied to the debris of the Milky Way globular cluster Palomar 5. This cluster shows a long, thin tidal stream in SDSS data, which seems to closely follow the cluster's orbit. However, the streakline method makes no explicit assumption on this alignment and can therefore deal with any form of debris.
Streakline model setup
Streakline modeling uses restricted three-body integrations of test particles to simulate the shape of a satellite's debris (Varghese, Ibata & Lewis 2011; Bonaca et al. 2014) . Starting from the present-day position of the satellite, the orbit is integrated backwards in a trial galactic potential for a given amount of time. Then, from this past position, the orbit is integrated back to the present-day while test particles are released from the instantaneous Lagrange points (L1 and L2) of the satellite-galaxy system at fixed time intervals. The satellite and the test particles are then integrated to the present-day and their on-sky projections are compared to the shape of the satellite's observed debris.
For this purpose the orbit of the satellite has to be either known or inferred from matching the streakline models to the observed parts of the debris. In the latter case, the orbit is drawn from a set of parameters including its six present-day phase space coordinates. But, generally, the shape of the debris also depends on the progenitor's mass, its mass-loss rate and, most importantly, on the shape of the Galactic potential.
For some nearby satellites like the Milky Way globular cluster 47 Tucanae, the full 6D phase-space information of the progenitor is available from observations and we can predict the shape of its debris simply by using these best estimates in the integrations . In most cases, however, we have as little information as for Herc: some components are well determined, whereas others are missing completely.
Given the available data, we use the present-day position, heliocentric distance (140 kpc), and radial velocity (45.2 km s −1 ) of Herc from the literature as described above. We leave the two missing proper motion components of Herc's velocity as free parameters and use a Bayesian approach in combination with Markov chain Monte Carlo inference to find their most likely values (see Sec. 3.2). We also leave Herc's present-day mass and its mass-loss rate as free parameters. We allow all model parameters to vary widely (see Tab. 3) by using flat priors that were given through the observational constraints summarized in Sec. 2.
Since we are interested in finding a model of Herc in which it is disrupted by strong tidal forces, we assume that there is significant random scatter in the escape conditions of stars from the main body. As with the modeling of Palomar 5 in Küpper et al. (2015) , we assume that stars are preferentially stripped from the Lagrange points of the progenitor. However, in contrast to Palomar 5, the escape conditions for stars from Herc are given random spatial and velocity offsets around these kinematically cold escape conditions. This is based on the assumption that mass loss is driven by tidal stripping rather than two-body relaxation. This process is more violent and results in more scatter in the escape conditions of stars from the progenitor, and hence in kinematically hotter tidal tails. Therefore, we pick a strong spatial scatter following a Gaussian distribution with a dispersion of 0.25 times the size of the instantaneous tidal radius from the locations of the two instantaneous Lagrange points L1 and L2. The velocity offsets from the progenitor are chosen such that they match the progenitor's angular velocity with a random Gaussian velocity offset with a dispersion of 2 km s −1 . These escape conditions produce tidal stream models that are similarly spread out like the "kinematically hot" stream models of 47 Tuc's tidal tails in . Ultimately, we found that the detailed choice of this scatter is not important when we are only interested in the overall shape of the debris, since the spread in the debris is largely dominated by the effects of differential orbital precession.
We do not have any information about the age of the debris. But generally, we can say that the older the debris is, the wider spread out it will be. For this reason, we have to leave the integration time, t int , of the streakline models as a free parameter. As a consequence of this, the number of streakline model particles will vary from model to model as we keep the time interval fixed to 1 test particle per Myr. In order to avoid biases towards shorter or longer integrations times, we will normalize our likelihoods accordingly (see Sec. 3.2).
The gravitational potential of the Milky Way is not well determined out to the galactocentric radius of Hercules. Thus, we should fit the debris by varying Herc's orbital parameters, its mass and mass-loss rate, as well as the shape of the potential of the Galaxy. However, the observational constraints on Herc are not sufficient for such a complex approach. The same holds true for a more complex model of Herc with additional model parameters for, e.g., rotation of the progenitor (Amor- (Fardal, Huang & Weinberg 2015) . Given the low number of observational constraints, we would likely be over-fitting our data without getting meaningful constraints on the model parameters.
For this reason, we keep the model of Herc simple and fix the potential of the Milky Way to the best-fit values from Küpper et al. (2015) , which are described in Sec. 4.1. With this in mind, we will restrict ourselves to qualitative arguments here and restrain from making quantitative statements on Herc's exact orbit or internal state. A summary of the five model parameters and the ranges of the flat priors that we assume can be found in Table 3 .
Bayesian modeling framework
We generate streakline models of Hercules's tidal debris and compare their distribution to the observed overdensities of Herc's debris and to the locations and velocities of stars surrounding Herc. To assess the quality of the fit of the model to the data and to guide our Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampler, we use a Bayesian approach to calculate the likelihood of the data based on the individual models. Following Bonaca et al. (2014) , we define a likelihood function, P , that describes the probability of the N observational data points, X n , given the K model particles,
where θ is a set of model parameters and I are the priors on these parameters. Each data point, overdensity or star with measured radial velocity, has an independent likelihood of being produced by the model. We can therefore combine all likelihoods in a product. The individual likelihoods of each overdensity or radial velocity star being produced by the model points is given by
where we marginalized over all K model points, with the normalization factor P k = 1/K. The individual probabilities of each data point, X n , being produced by a given model particle, x k , can be estimated using the measurement uncertainties of the data points, σ n , and assuming that the probability distribution of each overdensity or radial velocity star is given by a Gaussian distribution, N , centered on the model particle, x n . The likelihood can then be written as
Here, Σ k is a smoothing tensor, which we use in order to construct a smooth distribution function out of the discrete model points. They are initially set to small random values, and kept as free hyper-parameters with wide, flat priors during inference. For a more detailed description of this framework, see Küpper et al. (2015) . For the comparison of the streakline models to observational data, we use the positions of the debris clumps of Herc as detected by Roderick et al. (2015) that are listed in Tab. 1. Furthermore, we add the cleaned set of radial velocities from Adén et al. (2009b) Similar to Küpper et al. (2015) , we use emcee in parallel-tempering mode with two temperatures, and a setup of 128 walkers in each of temperature. After a burn-in phase, we let each walker take 800 steps, resulting in a sample of 10 5 likelihood evaluations. We then visually inspected the chains for convergence. We present the posterior probability distributions for the model parameters in the following section. Figure 1 shows the posterior probability distributions of four out of five model parameters. The proper motion components are strongly constrained, whereas Herc's present-day mass and mass-loss rate are completely unconstrained. Experimenting with the streakline modeling setup by, e.g., changing the degree of scatter in escape conditions or allowing more or less parameters to vary, produces similar results. We restrict ourselves to discussing only this one specific choice of model setup since we are mainly interested in the underlying effect that causes the Hercules debris to appear elongated and misaligned with the satellite orbit. Keeping these simplifications in mind, we find that, if Herc's elongation is caused by tidal disruption, it has to be on a very specific/finetuned orbit.
Modeling results for Hercules and its orbit
The type of orbit preferred by the data results in models like the one shown in Fig. 2 . The debris spreads out mostly along the SE/NW axis, but debris can be found in any direction of the main body. The models show a spread in radial velocities across the central part of the debris with a slight radial velocity gradient in right ascension as seen in the observational data.
As summarized in Tab.3, the median values of the proper motion posteriors, and their 16th and 84th percentiles are µ α cos(δ) = −0.210 -Posterior distributions of four out of five Hercules-model parameters that were allowed to vary freely in the MCMC run (integration time is not shown). Left: due to Herc's large heliocentric distance and peculiar shape, the proper motion components are strongly constrained by the observational data to be µα cos(δ) = (−0.21 ± 0.01) mas yr −1 and µ δ = −0.22
−0.02 mas yr −1 . Right: Hercules' present-day mass, M Herc , is largely unconstrained, but shows a tendency towards masses around zero. Its time-averaged mass-loss rate dM/dt is not constrained by the data, and hence shows a basically flat posterior distribution. Roderick et al. (2015) . Red star symbols in the right-hand panel show positions of radial velocity measurements from Adén et al. (2009a) . The simple streakline model reproduces the elongated debris structure and the tentative radial velocity gradient, but also shows that Herc may be surrounded by lots of diffuse tidal debris.
Herc a 3D space velocity of only about V = 157 km s −1 . Most of this velocity (155 km s −1 ) is directed radially away from the Galactic center, making Herc's orbit very radial. The remaining tangential velocity of about V T = 25 km s −1 is similar to the 16 km s −1 that Martin & Jin (2010) got through their approach. However, the orientation on the sky of our orbit compared to theirs is nearly perpendicular (see Sec. 4.3) . Fig. 3 shows the median orbit we get for Herc. The eccentricity of this orbit is = 0.95 with an apocenter of R A = 185 kpc and a pericenter of only R P = 4.9 kpc. We plot the orbit for the past 4 Gyr, in which Herc has had two pericenter passages. The dashed line shows the next 1.5 Gyr. Herc is currently approaching the apocenter of its orbit, but will not reach it within the next ≈ 675 Myr. One orbit takes about 2.3 Gyr, so about half of time Herc spends in an orbital phase as close to apocenter as it is now or even closer. From this point of view, it is , and the dashed line shows the next 1.5 Gyr. The last pericenter shock occurred about 0.5 Gyr ago. Due to the eccentricity of the orbit, the time in and around apocenter is much larger than the rest of the orbit, making it very likely to observe the satellite and its debris in a tidally compressed state.
statistically plausible to find disrupted objects like Herc in the outer halo of the Milky Way.
The posterior probability distributions of the other parameters are less constraining. For the integration time, we get a median value of t int = 3.2 Gyr with an uncertainty of 1-2 Gyr. This implies that most of the debris can be explained by material that got stripped from Herc's main body during the last one or two pericenter passages.
As mentioned above, Hercules' mass and mass-loss rate remain basically unconstrained through our modeling. Given the large eccentricity of the orbit, the tidal forces of the Milky Way vary significantly along the orbit. The distance of the Lagrange points from the center of Herc, which is important for the initial spatial offsets of the test particles from the main body, is only weakly dependent on these two quantities. Hence, a large range of masses and mass-loss rates can create debris that matches the shape and extent of the Hercules observations. Important to note, though, is the fact that even models with a present-day mass of zero can reproduce the detected features of Hercules.
In order to better understand why this is, we use our best-fit orbit to run detailed N -body simulations of disrupting satellites, which we present in the following section.
4. HERCULES N -BODY SIMULATIONS Our streakline modeling approach is very simplified and may not be realistic enough to model the disruption of a satellite on such an eccentric orbit. We therefore perform follow-up N -body simulations of the median orbit described in the previous section.
Setup of the N-body simulations
We run 6 simulations of identical models that only differ in their radial extent. That is, we keep the satellite mass fixed but vary its initial half-mass radius. In this way we can test different degrees of susceptibility to tidal disruption. Models with a larger initial radius have a lower average density and are therefore easier disrupted during pericenter passages when the satellite passes through the high-density part of the Galaxy.
Our streakline modeling has shown that the currently known tidal debris features do not require the presence of a massive galaxy but can be explained by a disrupting progenitor with a present-day bound mass of less than 10 5 M and likely close to zero (Fig. 1) . We have also shown that the dispersion of debris is slow. That is, the whole structure of Herc and its debris that we see today can be explained by dispersed debris from about 3−4 Gyr of dynamical evolution. Therefore, our test models have an initial total mass of only 50 000 M , in agreement with the model choices by Blaña et al. (2015) . As we will show, this mass is sufficient to explain all features of the present-day Hercules. However, the satellite may have been significantly more massive at birth and may have been embedded in a massive dark matter halo.
The models consist of 50 000 particles of 1 M each, which we set up as Plummer spheres using the publicly available code McLuster 6 (Küpper et al. 2011b ). For simplicity, we assume that there is only one mass component. The composition of this mass is not specified, and could be either mass in stars or dark matter. To match the observed structure and brightness of Hercules, the final integrated surface brightness of simulation particles can be scaled to the mass-to-light ratio of the observed surface brightness (see, e.g., Blaña et al. 2015) . We vary its initial half-mass radius from 40 − 90 pc in steps of 10 pc, resulting in initial half-mass densities between about 0.2 M pc −3 and 0.02 M pc −3 . For the numerical integration we use NBODY6 7 (Aarseth 2003) , which has been adapted to GPU graphic cards using CUDA for high performance (Nitadori & Aarseth 8 2012) . We set up the orbit of the satellite according to our best-fit results described in Sec. 3.3. The code has a three-component galaxy potential implemented, which consists of a spheroidal bulge component (Hernquist 1990), a Miyamoto & Nagai (1975) disk component, and a dark-matter halo component. We modified the latter such that we can use an oblate NFW halo (Navarro, Frenk & White 1997 ) with a flattening in the potential perpendicular to the disk plane. In this way we can use the exact same galactic potential as for the streakline modeling.
Since the observational evidence is not sufficient to constrain the potential of the Milky Way, we decided to use the Galactic gravitational potential from Küpper et al. (2015) as an exemplary test case. As bulge mass we use 3.4×10
10 M , and a scale radius of 0.7 pc. The disk component has a scale mass of 10 11 M , a disk scale length of 6.5 kpc, and a scale height of 260 pc. The halo component has a scale mass of 1.58 × 10 12 M , a scale radius of 37.9 kpc and a potential flattening of 0.95 (where 1 would be spherical). The choices for the parameters are the same as the ones we used for the streakline modeling. They are described in more detail in Küpper et al. (2015) .
The posterior probability distribution for the integration time of our streakline models indicates that the tidal debris, which was observed around Herc 0.25-1 deg from the main body, was produced during the last one or two orbits. We therefore run the N -body simulations for 4 Gyr, which means that the satellite starts off in apocenter of its orbit and goes through two pericenter passages before ending in its present-day position. All particles are kept in the simulations and are fully integrated throughout the runs. Figure 4 shows the mass (left) and half-mass radius (right) evolution of the 6 N -body models. Model 1 is the satellite with an initial half-mass radius of 40 pc, while Model 6 has an initial radius of 90 pc. We determined the bound mass, M bound , of the satellites by iterating the size of the instantaneous Jacobi radius (King 1962) :
Evolution of the N-body models
where G is the gravitational constant, Ω is the satellite's angular velocity around the Galactic Center, and ∂ 2 Φ/∂R 2 is the second derivative of the Galactic potential with respect to the radius, R, at the Galactocentric distance of the satellite. To iterate M bound , we first determine the density center of the satellite using a nearest neighbor scheme (Casertano & Hut 1985) . We then sum up the masses of all stars within the Jacobi radius of the previous time step in the simulation. Based on this new mass, we calculate a new Jacobi radius estimate, and repeat this until the radius converges.
As we can see in Fig. 4 , the mass-loss of the satellites is strongly influenced by the tidal shocks at pericenter. The more extended the satellite is in the beginning, the more mass it loses during the two orbital periods. Model 6 dissolves completely, Model 5 barely survives with a bound core of 500 M , whereas the most compact model, Model 1, loses merely 40% of its mass. The mass loss is induced during pericenter passages, which are clearly visible in the bound-mass curves at 1.2 Gyr and 3.5 Gyr. During these passages, the tidal field is so strong that all models are temporarily unbound, meaning that the gravitational pull from the Galaxy is stronger than the internal gravitational forces within the satellites. However, the briefly unbound groups of stars move as ensembles out of pericenter and, although they are quickly spreading out, they can recapture into bound satellites. The bound mass in this newly formed satellite depends on how severely the satellite was affected by the pericenter shock.
The same can be observed when looking at the halfmass radius of the bound mass (Fig. 5) . Initially stable at the value that we set them up with, the half-mass radii of the models drop to zero during pericenter passages as the bound mass drops to zero. When they come out of pericenter, their half-mass radii grow rapidly. The more susceptible the satellite is to tidal shocking, the more its half-mass radius will grow through each shock. When a satellite suffers from severe mass loss through a shock, the half-mass radius grows temporarily to up to twice its initial size. As we will show below, this is due to an envelope of quickly expanding material that was blasted off the satellite through the pericenter shock.
Tidal shocks causing explosive expansion
Tidal shocking of the satellites has two consequences. First of all, the mass particles in the satellites gain energy, where the energy change per unit mass is proportional to
Here, r is the radius of the particle from the center of the satellite, and v is its velocity within the satellite (see, e.g., Gnedin, Hernquist & Ostriker 1999) . This simple impulse approximation captures the most important behavior: the more extended the satellite is, the more it will be affected by tidal shocks. This energy input causes the satellites to expand. Secondly, the particles that are at larger satellite radii during the pericenter passage are more affected by the shocking. This causes a dispersion of the satellite particles, with the most affected ones speeding ahead or lagging behind. As a consequence of this, a fraction of the mass cannot be recaptured by the newly formed satellite on the way out to apocenter as the debris expands faster than the Jacobi radius can grow. This behavior is demonstrated in Fig. 5 , in which we show various enclosed-mass radii of the 6 models. These are the radii of mass shells around the satellite center, where we do not distinguish between bound and unbound particles. Also shown are the Jacobi radii (black solid lines), which cut deep into the mass shells during the pericenter passages. From the Jacobi radii it is obvious that Models 1 and 2 do not become fully unbound during the first pericenter passage, but only at the second passage.
Following the radii of the mass shells clearly demonstrates how the outer layers of the satellites get blasted off from the tidal shocks. The shells expand after each shock, and can only be recaptured by the Jacobi radius when the expansion of a shell is not explosive, that is, when the shell expansion rate is not equal to or larger than the expansion rate of the Jacobi radius. , and 80% of the initial mass (from bottom to top). Also shown is the Jacobi radius, which cuts deep into the mass distribution during the two pericenter shocks, causing strong expansion of the mass shells. Expansion of the unbound mass shells reverses after pericenter, when the tidal debris is compressed back towards the progenitor, resulting in high debris densities during orbital phases in and around apocenter. Note that the 50% enclosed-mass radius does not correspond to the half-mass radius. It is a measure of how much the initial configuration of the satellite spreads out over time.
Orbital compression causing high surface densities
Another important phenomenon can be observed in Fig. 5 . The extent of the satellite and its debris is maximal in pericenter of its orbit. At 3.5 Gyr, the debris is maximally stretched as the progenitor and its debris have reached their highest velocity in their orbit. After pericenter, the debris is compressed back into the vicinity of the satellite. This orbital compression can be substantial, reducing the size of the mass shells from 10 kpc down to less than 5 kpc. This causes expanding debris, which has just been blasted off the satellite and is expanding outward, to run into the compressing debris going inward, yielding high densities well outside the Jacobi radius. For our Hercules model, the point where expanding and compressing debris meet, the "debris pause", is around 1-2 kpc. In the case of Model 6, more debris is outside this debris pause at the present day than inside.
Thus, in our scenario, Hercules has lost large parts of its mass due to repeated, strong tidal shocks at pericenter, and only shows such a large, prominent appearance on the sky due to orbital compression of the debris. In the following section, we will have a look at the characteristics of our Hercules models in terms of observables. Figure 6 shows surface density maps of the 6 N -body simulations at the present day, as they appear when projected onto the sky and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 1 arcmin width. The color coding is normalized to the central surface density. The "effective contour", where the surface density drops to half its central value, is colored in dark red. Also shown are the past (solid line) and future (dashed line) orbit of Hercules as they appear in projection.
The structure of Hercules from N-body simulations
The structures of the 6 models are very different. The sequence shows the transition from the "bound" (1, 2) to the "tidal" (3, 4) almost into the "stream" (5, 6) regime as described by Blaña et al. (2015) . The more the satellites suffered from the last tidal shock, the larger are their effective radii and the more elliptic and irregular they are.
Despite the recent tidal shocking, Model 1 appears as a compact, circular satellite. Model 2 is a bit more extended but also round and symmetric.
Model 3, which has lost 2/3 of its initial mass, shows signs of an elongated component outside its "half-light" radius of about 50-100 pc, although its half-light contour is still fairly round. Its elongation is most pronounced within its instantaneous Jacobi radius, which measures 279 pc or 0.1 deg at this time. Comparing this panel of Model 3 with the evolution of the mass shells in Fig. 5 shows that the elongated component is formed by debris that has been affected by the last tidal shock and is now expanding rapidly. Model 4 shows a significantly stronger elongation along the orbit with an ellipticity of 0.4. The entire satellite is in the process of expanding at the final snapshot.
Model 5 and 6 show increasingly larger present-day half-light radii, with Model 6 being comparable to the real Herc's extent of 0.13 deg, corresponding to 330 pc. Unlike Model 4, these two models have a strongly elongated debris component perpendicular to the orbit. Model 5 appears to be simultaneously expanding along and perpendicular to the orbit, whereas Model 6 is expanding primarily perpendicular to its orbit, matching the extent and orientation of the observed Herc debris very well (see also Fig. 7) .
In order to measure the effective radii of the models and determine their ellipticity, we smooth the data with a Gaussian kernel using the SciPy/stats 8 package (Jones et al. 2001 ), where we fix the bandwidth to 1 arcmin for better comparison among the models. We then fit an ellipse to the half-light contour using a python script 9 that follows the algorithm outlined in Fitzgibbon, Pilu & Fischer (1996) . This method yields good fits even for Models 5 and 6, which have irregularly shaped half-light contours (Fig. 7) . The results are summarized in Tab. 4 together with their initial effective radii, r eff,0 , calculated using r h ≈ 1.33 r eff for a Plummer sphere .
The half-light radii of the two compact Models 1 and 2 do not expand throughout the simulations. But the models with higher susceptibility for tidal shocking expand significantly. Compared to their initial effective radii the semi-major axes of the final effective contour ellipses are up to 4 times larger.
All models show somewhat elliptic half-light contours, a consequence of the recent tidal shocking. Models 1 and 2 are close to spherical. Models 3 and 4 have a significant elongation along the orbit, and Model 6 has a strong elongation of 0.5 perpendicular to its orbit. Hercules' half-light ellipticity, for comparison, is about 0.65 (Coleman et al. 2007 ). Model 5 is a transition case between 4 and 6. It is capturing the moment when the orientation of the debris "flips", as described by Blaña et al. (2015) .
We also fit two parametric models to the data, a twodimensional Sérsic model and a two-dimensional Gaussian. We use the Astropy/modeling package for this task (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013 ). Due to their different profile slopes, the two parametrizations capture different aspects of the six models. Both tend to be more extended than the non-parametric half-light measurement, which is due to a bad fit to the data in the center of the satellite. But the trends in effective radius and ellipticity are basically the same for all three methods. Figure 7 shows that Model 6 captures some important aspects of the real Hercules. It is strongly elongated with almost the same orientation as Hercules (cf., halflight contour ellipse from McConnachie 2012), without us specifically fitting our model to this ellipse. At the same time Model 6 is vastly extended, and has a low total (stellar) mass. The positions of the over-dense regions observed by Roderick et al. (2015) are shown as yellow circles.
The questions we will answer next are: where exactly does its elongation come from and why is it perpendicular to the orbit? As we will see in the following section, the large extent, the low mass, and the orientation of the elliptical mass distribution perpendicular to the orbit are all a consequence of differential orbital precession.
STREAM FANNING FROM DIFFERENTIAL
ORBITAL PRECESSION Blaña et al. (2015) observe a flip in the orientation Fig. 6 .-Surface density distributions of the six Hercules simulations (Models 1-6) as seen from the location of the Sun. The densities are normalized to the central surface density. The "half-light" density is therefore marked in red. The white line shows Hercules' orbit, and the dashed line its future orbit. The satellites show three distinct components: i) a round core, which disappears with more severe mass loss, ii) a tidal stream component along the orbit, which makes Hercules appear elongated along the orbit for Models 3 and 4, and iii) the exploded component perpendicular to the orbit, which gets pronounced for the nearly or completely dissolved satellites. 
of the debris for simulations of Plummer spheres with 10 5 M and half-mass radii of 100 pc over 5 Gyr, which is similar to our configurations. However, their orbit was chosen such that it aligns with the elongation of the observed Hercules (Martin & Jin 2010) . Therefore, the flip misaligns the elongation with the observations. In our case, however, we chose the orbit such that the flipped debris would reproduce the observed debris overdensities around Hercules (Roderick et al. 2015) . How did our streakline models know the debris would flip eventually?
The flipping is in fact a fanning (Pearson et al. 2015 ): when we look at the orbital poles (the direction of the angular momentum) of the satellite and each of its debris stars we can see that they spread significantly throughout the simulation. Figure 8 shows a number of boxand-whisker plots for an idealized streakline model at different timesteps during the past 4 Gyr. The satellite's initial angular momentum vector defines the reference orbital pole, θ 0 , measured with respect to Galactic north. After two orbits the difference between orbital plane orientations among the debris stars and the satellite has grown to several degrees.
In an idealized Galaxy (spherical), an idealized satellite (producing zero-temperature ejecta) would not show such a fanned debris distribution. Two factors, non-zero velocities of stream stars perpendicular to the orbital plane, and a non-spherical galactic potential, can cause this fanning:
1. The satellite ejects stars (or stars are stripped from the satellite) on orbits with slight intrinsic differences in the orbital planes to the satellite's orbital plane. That is, escaping stars can have offset velocities perpendicular to the orbital plane of the satellite. This effect is enhanced by severe tidal shocks as the amount of random motion is higher for such violently stripped stars (see, e.g., Hendel & Johnston 2015) .
2. The non-spherical components of the Galactic potential can exert a torque on the orbital plane of the satellite and its debris. Depending on the torque angle and its leverage, the degree of precession can vary significantly across the extent of the debris (see, e.g., Erkal, Sanders & Belokurov 2016 ).
We show the first effect for our Hercules orbit in Fig. 9 , which we measured by using a Galactic model with a spherical dark matter halo, and no disk component. Due to spherical symmetry, there is no precession in this potential so that satellite and debris stars keep orbiting in the same plane (case spherical idealized ).
In the same spherical potential we also created a streakline model with significant random scatter in the offset positions and velocities around the Lagrange points (case spherical ). The velocity offsets were generated using a Gaussian distribution with a width of 2 km s −1 in each velocity component. For a satellite on a Herculeslike orbit, the effect can produce difference angles in orbital poles of about one degree.
We estimate the strength of the second effect by setting up perfectly cold streams in our oblate Galaxy potential, meaning that the streakline particles are released in the instantaneous orbital plane of the progenitor and have the same angular velocity as the satellite but no velocity perpendicular to the orbital plane (case oblate idealized in Fig. 9 ). Both effects are of the same order of magnitude. Depending on the type of satellite and orbit one or the other effect may be more important. In fact, differential orbital precession may be a viable explanation for the stream fanning observed by Pearson et al. (2015) for the Palomar 5 stream in their triaxial trial potential.
Satellites on Hercules-like orbits will experience a combination of both effects, resulting in a spread in orbital pole orientations that is nearly twice as large as each The test satellite orbits on our best-fit orbit for Herc in the respective oblate galactic potential. Initially at 0 Gyr, all test particles have the same orbital plane orientation, θ 0 , but with time the orientation angles change as the whole satellite precesses due to tidal torques from the galactic potential (the red line shows the median or the orientation angles). Differential orbital precession causes the test particles to spread in orbital plane orientation (indicated by the boxes and whiskers), which is most effective during pericenter passages at 1.2 Gyr and 3.5 Gyr, when the satellite orbits through the inner 5 kpc of the Galaxy.
individual effect (oblate). In this case, the median orbital plane difference angle is 0.25 deg, and about 75% of all streakline particles have inclinations of up to 0.7 deg with respect to the center of the satellite after just two orbits around the Galactic Center. This difference in orbital planes corresponds to a fanning of 1.7 kpc at the heliocentric distance of Hercules of 140 kpc. Since the difference angle can be positive and negative, the spread in orbital planes gives the satellite and its debris an extent of more than 3 kpc perpendicular to its orbit.
Although our choices for the number of particles in our streakline models was rather arbitrary, we show how this spread compares to the observed effective radius of Hercules and the tidal features detected by Roderick et al. (2015) in Fig. 9 . The authors report that their detected overdensities contain at least as many stars as the main body of Herc. Only our oblate case would be able to explain such a strong spread in orbital plane orientations.
As we will show in the following section, the length of the satellite and most of its debris along the orbit is less than 1 kpc. The visible part of the Hercules stream is The red lines show the medians of these distributions, the boxes indicate the lower to upper quartiles, and the whiskers mark the upper and lower 2.5% of the distributions. Fliers show the most extreme points. The spherical idealized case has no scatter in escape conditions, hence all particles of this model have the same orbital plane and keep it throughout the simulation. Adding scatter in escape conditions perpendicular to the orbital plane introduces significant differences in orbital plane orientations (spherical). The same order of effect can be achieved from differential orbital precession in an oblate potential (oblate idealized), and the spread is doubled when both effects are combined (oblate). In the latter case, 75% of particles have inclinations of up to 0.7 deg with respect to the center of the satellite, corresponding to 1.7 kpc at the distance of Hercules. The lower horizontal bar marks the effective radius of Hercules (0.12 deg), and the upper bar indicates the mean distance (and dispersion) of the overdensities from the center of Hercules (see Tab. 1).
therefore wider than it is long. This unexpected shape may, in fact, be used to constrain Hercules' nature and its orbit.
SIGNATURES OF AN EXPLODING SATELLITE
AND FUTURE OBSERVATIONS A low-density satellite, like our simulated Hercules, that got disrupted in only two revolutions about the Galactic center has a quite short debris stream (in terms of length along the orbit compared to length of one orbit). Following Küpper et al. (2010) , we can estimate the length of the stream for the hypothetical case that our satellite was on a circular orbit at the current galactocentric distance of Hercules. Assuming a mass of about 50 000 M and a circular velocity of about V C = 200 km s −1 at 140 kpc, the instantaneous tidal radius of Hercules would be
where Ω is the satellite's angular velocity. The mean drift velocity of stars along the orbit of Herc (with respect to the satellite) would then be
Within our simulation time of 4 Gyr, the bulk of the stream would have grown to no more than about ±4 kpc length along the orbit (in each direction). But since Hercules is on a highly eccentric orbit and is currently approaching apogalacticon at a velocity of V = 157 km s −1 (see Sec. 3), its debris is significantly compressed (approximately by a factor of 1 − V /V C ≈ 1/4) as the whole debris-satellite system is decelerating. Hence it will be shorter than 4 kpc, and will keep being compressed until it reaches apogalacticon, where the satellite's velocity is as low as 23 km s −1 . A difference angle in orbital poles of about ±0.7 deg among debris stars (see Fig. 9 ) is therefore substantial for such a system, since, at the heliocentric distance of 140 kpc, this difference in orbital poles corresponds to a physical (projected) separation of ±1.7 kpc, which is of the order of the compressed stream's length along the orbit.
Furthermore, in our simulations, Herc has lost most of its mass during the last pericenter passage 500 Myr ago. Since then, the debris has spread no more than ±500 pc along the orbit. As we will show in the following section, this part of the debris, the exploded component, has about the same angular extent as the whole stream, which makes this part of Herc wider than long.
Observational tests
This unexpected case of an elongated satellite that is moving perpendicular to its apparent major axis has two major consequences for observations of Hercules. First of all, there should be no strong distance gradient along the extent of the youngest part of the stream, which was formed during the last tidal shock, that is, along the exploded component. Secondly, radial velocity measurements are likely to pick up on different components of the satellite-stream system and get misleading results when assuming virial equilibrium. Both signatures will be described in more detail below.
In Fig. 10 , we show the heliocentric distances of particles from our 4 Gyr-long N -body simulation of Hercules (Model 6) at the final snapshot. There is a dominant component at the distance of Herc that is spread out in right ascension and declination but does not follow the track of Herc's orbit. This is the exploded component that originates from the tidal shock Herc experienced during the last pericenter passage 500 Myr ago. We measure the width of this component by fitting an ellipse to the contour at which the density drops to half its central value. The half-width of this ellipse in the distance dimension is 0.42 kpc.
Since the exploded component dominates the stellar profile of Herc, photometric distance measurements should not see any distance gradient along this part. In fact, existing deep HST photometry of Hercules' center (Brown et al. 2014 ) could be leveraged with new, equally deep HST photometry of off-center fields along the stream to measure high-precision, differential distances between the center of Herc and the exploded component. -Radial velocity distribution of particles from the dissolved Model 6. As for the distances of particles in Fig. 10 , the faint, subdominant stream component roughly follows the radial velocity gradient of the satellite orbit (white line), whereas the exploded component has the same radial velocity as the satellite remnant to within ±1.2 km s −1 . The yellow markers are the radial velocity measurements from Adén et al. (2009b) . The exploded component of Hercules forms a distinct velocity substructure and should be detectable with sufficiently precise data (see also Fig. 12 ). Available spectroscopic samples may be biased towards stars from the trailing part of the stream, which is at smaller heliocentric distances and has a larger radial velocity (cf. Fig. 10 ). Figure 11 shows the radial velocities of the same data as in Fig. 10 . The exploded component dominates the radial velocity profile of Hercules. It has a width of only ±1.2 km s −1 even though the satellite is completely unbound at this stage, and this velocity is nearly constant across the whole component. In contrast to that, the subdominant stream component loosely follows the radial velocity gradient of the satellite's orbit (white line), which is comparable to the tentative 16 ± 3 km s −1 gradient measured by Adén et al. (2009a) . This should come at no surprise since we used the radial velocities from Adén et al. (2009b) as input data for our Bayesian modeling (shown as yellow data points).
But there is more information in the available spectroscopic data: In their sample of 30 spectroscopic measurements of likely Herc members, Simon & Geha (2007) find an overdensity of 9 stars between 41 and 43 km −1 . They conclude that such a velocity substructure is rather unlikely and may be indicative of ongoing tidal disruption. Given our scenario of a strongly gravitationally shocked Hercules, the overdensity found by Simon & Geha (2007) may very well correspond to the exploded component of Herc. The other 21 candidates would then correspond to stars in the stream component or foreground contaminations (Adén et al. 2009b) .
The distribution of spectroscopic targets in the Simon & Geha (2007) data is asymmetric around this velocity substructure. Our orbit prediction would suggest that this is due to the strong distance gradient of the stream component. The spectroscopic sample would then be biased towards the trailing tail (solid white line in Figs. 10 & 11) , which lies at smaller heliocentric distances.
Such a velocity substructure is not visible in the Adén et al. (2009b) data. To check if it should be detectable, we selected particles from Model 6 in the same sky region as the Adén spectroscopic sample. A normalized histogram of the 10 4 radial velocities in this sky region is shown in Fig. 12 . With perfect data, the velocity substructure should be clearly visible. The Adén sample has an average per-star uncertainty of 2.97 km s −1 (comparable to the average uncertainty in the Simon & Geha 2007 data) . If we add Gaussian random errors with this average size to the model points, the distribution matches the width of the observed distribution. If we draw 18 particles from this sample and calculate the velocity dispersion of this sample, and repeat this 1000 times, we get a mean value of 3.5 km s −1 with a standard deviation of 0.7 km s −1 , which compares very well to the (3.7 ± 0.9) km s −1 reported by Adén et al. (2009b) . Future spectroscopic data with higher precision should be able to clearly resolve this velocity substructure.
At this point it is important to remember that our Nbody simulation covered only the past 4 Gyr. A satellite that fell into the gravitational potential of the Milky Way at earlier times will have a much more extended, and probably more pronounced, stream component. Moreover, we have to keep in mind that we fixed the Galactic gravitational potential to the one determined in Küpper et al. (2015) . Since Hercules is so far away from the Galactic center, the geometry of Hercules is very finetuned. Hence, a small change in the choice of the potential will have a strong influence on the exact velocity structure. Gathering observational constraints on the dynamical state of Hercules will therefore be extremely valuable for constraining the shape of the Galactic potential.
7. CONCLUSIONS Using streakline modeling and N -body simulations, we have shown that the published observational data on the Milky Way ultra-faint satellite Hercules can be explained by a disrupting low-mass satellite on a very eccentric orbit with ≈ 0.95 (Fig. 3) . We limit our investigation to the formation of the extended, elongated main body of Hercules as seen in recent SDSS, LBT and DECam data. We find that this part of Hercules may have formed during the last pericenter passage as a consequence of strong tidal shocking. For this reason, we limit our investigation to the last 4 Gyr, corresponding to two full orbits about the Galaxy, without investigating further the nature or origin of Hercules.
In our scenario, the satellite experiences strong, episodic tidal shocks at pericenter of its orbit, "explosively" removing large fractions of its mass (Fig. 5) . On our best estimate for Hercules' orbit, the satellite is currently approaching apocenter at 185 kpc Galactocentric distance, after experiencing a disruptive tidal shock at 5 kpc perigalactic radius 500 Myr ago. From N -body simulations we estimate that the satellite must have had a very low central density (< 0.01 M pc −3 ) before experiencing this last tidal shock (Fig. 6 ), and must have had a low central density of ≈ 0.01 M pc −3 already 4 Gyr ago. It would be interesting to see if disrupting satellites with such low central densities are a natural outcome of structure formation in a ΛCDM universe.
We conclude that the object formerly known as ultrafaint dwarf galaxy Hercules is at the present day most likely a largely (or completely) unbound structure. Given these model constraints, we conclude that Hercules is unlikely to presently contain a high dark matter concentration and may therefore not be a promising candidate for dark matter search experiments. In fact, we do not re-quire Hercules to have a dark matter component in our scenario, and only the large spread in stellar metallicities among the Hercules stars is indicative of Hercules having been a galaxy once. This is in tension with simulations showing that nearly disrupted dwarf galaxies with cuspy dark-matter halos are strongly dark-matter dominated (Peñarrubia, Navarro, & McConnachie 2008; Peñarrubia et al. 2010) .
We find that the reason for Hercules' particular shape at its current location 140 kpc from the Galaxy is differential orbital precession of its stars as they were deflected in the aspherical gravitational potential of the Milky Way (Fig. 8) . For our assumed galaxy potential, the difference angle between orbital plane orientations of different parts of the stream is > 1 deg at the present day (Fig. 9) , which corresponds to more than 2 kpc angular extent on the sky at the distance of Hercules. Due to this effect, the distribution of Hercules stars (bound or unbound) is significantly larger perpendicular to the orbit than it is along the orbit, making Hercules the only known stream that is broader than it is long.
Our scenario makes testable predictions: The last pericenter shock should have induced significant mass loss, and Hercules should therefore show a prominent feature from this shock in the form of expanding tidal debris. We predict this exploded component to extent (at least) out to Hercules' effective radius of ≈ 330 pc, and may likely be the origin of all debris structures found by Roderick et al. (2015) out to 1.3 deg from the center of the satellite. This component should not show any distance gradient (Fig. 10) or radial velocity gradient (Fig. 11) , but with given spectroscopic precision should be clearly distinguishable in radial-velocity space from the less pronounced stream component (Fig. 12) .
The unique geometry of the Hercules tidal debris and its exceptional distance from the Sun make our predictions for Hercules' proper motions very precise (µ α cos(δ) = −0.210 Together with its receding radial velocity of 45.2 km s −1 and put into the Galactic restframe, Hercules' total velocity adds up to no more than 157 km s −1 in our scenario, of which 99% is directed radially outwards.
However, this is only the prediction for the given Galactic potential that we tested here . Changing the shape of the Galaxy model would change this prediction. Vice versa, high-precision measurements of Hercules' true proper motions with, e.g., Gaia will therefore be able to put strong constraints on the potential of the Milky Way. Yet, Gaia will be able to measure proper motions only for the brightest stars in Hercules (de Bruijne, Rygl, & Antoja 2014) , which are the probable G and K giants from Adén et al. (2009a) . At the distance of Hercules, these RGB stars have V magnitudes of about 20 mag, resulting in Gaia measurement uncertainties of ≈0.2 mas yr −1 , that is, an uncertainty in the tangential velocity of about 130 km s −1 . However, leveraging Gaia data with archival HST data, or waiting for LSST and especially WFIRST to come online, will enable us to put significantly stronger constraints on the proper motion of Hercules.
But proper motion is just one way to test this scenario. Measurement of a distance gradient (or a lack thereof) across the body of Hercules is already possible with deep HST imaging. Given enough of such observational constraints, Herc may, in fact, be used as one of the most powerful probes of the shape of the Galactic gravitational potential.
Other UFDs with signs of ongoing tidal disruption may also be expanding in response to intense gravitational shocks. Hence, exploding satellites may pose a new powerful family of galactic potential tracers.
